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We consider the system of Einstein constraint equations in the special case when
the spacelike 3-manifold is assumed to satisfy the quasispherical ansatz of Bartnik.
We introduce two different time slicing conditions, under each of which we may
view the resulting constraint equations as a parabolic/elliptic/ODE system of partial
differential equations. We combine recent existence results for parabolic equations
in Sobolev space with an iterative method to prove local existence results for the
quasispherical Einstein constraint equations under the two different time slicing
conditions. © 2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1864250g
I. INTRODUCTION
In general relativity, the Einstein field equations allow us to study the evolution of a spacelike
3-manifold, provided that its metric and extrinsic curvature satisfy a system of geometric con-
straint equations. The Einstein constraint equations, arise as a consequence of the fact that the
3-manifold in question is necessarily a submanifold of the spacetime its evolution defines. The
constraint equations on a 3-manifold S with metric h and second fundamental form K are
Rh + strh Kd2 − iKi2 = 16pT00, s1.1d
DjKij − DistrhKd = 8pT0i, i = 1,2,3. s1.2d
Here T is the stress-energy tensor and Rh and D denote the scalar curvature and Levi–Civita
connection of the metric h.
Traditionally, solutions of the constraint equations are constructed using the method of
Lichnerowicz,12 which is based on the conformal class of h. This method has been studied exten-
sively, for example in Refs. 7–10. Accordingly, the data set
h = f4hˆ ,
K = f−2Aˆ + f−2lhˆsWd +
1
3tf
4hˆ ,
satisfies the initial data constraints s1.1d and s1.2d if f and W satisfy the semilinear elliptic system
8Dhˆf = fRhˆ − iAˆ + lhˆsWdi2f−7 + 23t2f5 − 16pTˆ 00, s1.3d
Dˆ jflhˆsWdgij =
2
3f
6Dˆ it + 8pTˆ 0i, s1.4d
where lh is the conformal Killing operator; lhsWd=LWh− 13h trhsLWhd.
This conformal method has both advantages and disadvantages; on the one hand, every solu-
tion of s1.1d and s1.2d may be obtained in this manner from suitable hˆ , t, Aˆ , while on the other
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hand, the elliptic system s1.3d and s1.4d does not always admit solutions, it is difficult to solve
numerically in general, and distinct data can give rise to diffeomorphically equivalent solutions of
the constraint equations.5
More particularly, the conformal method has been shown to be inadequate for the solution of
a problem encountered when considering the notion of quasilocal mass in general relativity.3 In
Ref. 2 one is confronted with the following extension problem:
Given a bounded data set sS0 ,h0 ,K0d, find an asymptotically flat data set sS ,h ,Kd with
boundary G=]S.]S0 such that the complete manifold SłGS0, obtained by gluing S and
S0 along G, forms an initial data set.
Requiring that sS ,hd have bounded curvature across G implies the boundary conditions for the
metric h and mean curvature HG=trG K,
uhuTG = uh0uT]S0, HG = H]S0. s1.5d
Given a metric hˆ on S \S0, for the conformal method, we must solve the semilinear elliptic
equation,3
sDhˆ − 18Rhˆdf = − 18f5Rh,
where h=f4hˆ is the required 3-metric. The boundary conditions s1.5d imply that uhˆ uTG= uh0uT]S
without loss of generality.
Under conformal change of the metric the mean curvature of G transforms as
HG,h = 8f−3]nˆf + f−2HG,hˆ , s1.6d
where ]nˆ is the outward hˆ -unit normal derivative.
Equation s1.6d implies that the boundary conditions s1.5d are equivalent to the boundary
conditions for f on G
f = 1, ]nf = HG,hˆ − H]S0,h0,
where HG,hˆ and H]S0,h0 are the given mean curvatures. Clearly these boundary conditions are
ill-posed.
In this paper we outline an alternative method for constructing solutions to the constraint
equations based on the quasispherical sQSd ansatz of Bartnik.4 Moreover, we establish local
existence results for the constraint equations for a spacelike hypersurface in the QS gauge sTheo-
rems 5.25 and 5.20d. We make no mention of the generality of this gauge; the extent to which the
QS ansatz applies remains an open problem.
After briefly describing and imposing the quasispherical gauge in Sec. II, we provide an
argument to show that the resulting system of constraint equations may be viewed as a coupled
system of partial differential equations consisting of a parabolic equation, a first-order elliptic
system and sessentiallyd a system of ordinary differential equations. This system admits several
Cauchy problem formulations, depending on which fields are considered as prescribed. In Sec. III
we describe two such formulations that arise naturally through geometric considerations. In Sec.
IV we reformulate the systems via a complexification of the sphere and introduce an additional
constraint equation that allows us to write the systems in a more tractable form. In Sec. V we use
a contraction mapping argument, based on an iterative system of partial differential equations, to
prove local existence results for the two Einstein constraint systems that were formulated in the
preceding sections of the paper.
II. THE QUASISPHERICAL METHOD
We assume that the 3-manifold, S, can be foliated by surfaces of constant positive Gauss
curvature si.e., rescaled 2-spheresd, such that the area function 4pr2[C‘sSd can be used as a
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global coordinate. Using standard polar coordinates sq ,wd on the 2-spheres, the most general
metric compatible with these assumptions may be written as sRef. 4, Lemma 2.1d
ds2 = u2 dr2 + sb1 dr + r dqd2 + sb2 dr + r sin q dwd2, s2.1d
for functions usr ,q ,wd.0, bAsr ,q ,wd, A=1,2. We call the metric in these coordinates quasi-
spherical, since this naturally generalizes the class of spherically symmetric metrics.
Computing the scalar curvature R of s2.1d we find that4
2r]ru − 2bA„Au = gu2Du + s1 + gBdu − gs1 − 12Rr2du3, s2.2d
where
B = 12 udiv bu
2 + 12 u„sAbBdu2 − r]rsdiv bd + bA„Asdiv bd −
3
2div b ,
and
g = s1 − 12div bd−1, div b = „ AbA.
Equation s2.2d is a semilinear parabolic equation on S2 for u, with bA and R regarded as pre-
scribed fields. General global existence theorems for solutions of s2.2d have been proven in Ref. 4,
under suitable regularity and boundedness assumptions about the prescribed fields. In particular, to
ensure that s2.2d is parabolic evolution in the direction of increasing r, b is required to satisfy
2 − div b . 0. s2.3d
The parabolic equation s2.2d provides a method of solving the Hamiltonian constraint. Using the
Hamiltonian constraint s1.1d to define the scalar curvature R in terms of T00, iKi2 and trh K,
specifying b appropriately and solving s2.2d for u yields a quasispherical metric satisfying the
Hamiltonian constraint. It is of interest to point out in passing that the quasispherical form of the
metric fares much better with the extension problem than the conformal method. If Sr
2 denotes a
leaf of the quasispherical foliation, defined by
Sr
2
= hp [ S:rspd = rj
then the mean curvature of Sr
2 is
Hr = HS
r
2 =
1
ru
s2 − div bd .
Therefore if b is given and satisfies s2.3d, then prescribing Hr0 .0 amounts to specifying usr0d
which may then be taken as initial data for s2.2d. Solution of s2.2d, with initial data so defined,
then yields an extension metric, at least in the case when the mean curvature is prescribed on a
standard S2. This idea has also been exploited in recent works concerning the connectedness of the
space of initial data sets for the Einstein equations17 and in connection with the positive mass
theorem and boundary behaviour of compact manifolds.16
To solve the momentum constraints s1.2d it is convenient to reparametrize K. We define the
quasispherical orthonormal coframe
u1 = b1 dr + r dq ,
u2 = b2 dr + r sin q dw ,
u3 = u dr
and write
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Kijuiu j = shAB + 12mdABduAuB + kAsuAu3 + u3uAd + sH − mdu3u3, s2.4d
where hAB is a symmetric, traceless, 2-tensor on S2. The momentum constraints s1.2d may then be
written in terms of this quasispherical parametrization as
8pT03ru = − sr]rm − bA„Am + s3 − div bdmd + u div k + kA„Au + hAB„sBbAd + s2 − div bdH ,
s2.5d
8pT0Aˆ ru = „BsuhABd + m„Au + „Asus 12m − Hdd + r]rkA − bB„BkA + ss3 − div bddAB − „AbBdk
B
.
s2.6d
Hence if we consider the scalar curvature R as given in terms of m, h, k, and H via s1.1d and
s2.4d; that is,
R = 16pT00 + ihi2 + 2iki2 + 32m2 − 2mH ,
then the system of equations s2.2d, s2.5d, and s2.6d comprise the spacetime intial data constraints
in the quasispherical gauge, and so will be referred to as the quasispherical Einstein constraint
system sQSECSd.
As mentioned already, for Eq. s2.2d to be considered parabolic it is required that b satisfy the
condition s2.3d. To ensure that this condition is met we prescribe b as any element of the set
hf [G‘sTS23 f0,‘dd :2−div f .0. j. This leaves u as the only remaining metric parameter. We
therefore cannot prescribe u; it must be found by solving the QSECS subject to appropriate
boundary conditions.
Now that we have established that u cannot be prescribed, we must consider the remaining
fields m, h11, h12, k1, k2, and H. Since we have only four equations in the QSECS, it is obvious
that we need to prescribe at least three of these fields and consider the other three as to be
determined by the QSECS, subject to suitable boundary conditions. The following question re-
mains: Which of the fields m, h11, h12, k1, k2, and H should we consider as prescribed? As we will
see in a moment, prescribing either H or m allows us to gain a certain control over the geometrical
nature of the initial data. We will thus consider m or H as prescribed, never both. This leaves us
with two remaining fields to prescribe. The only choices are the components of h or the compo-
nents of k sit seems implausible to prescribe one component of eachd. Seeing that k appears more
frequently in the QSECS than does h, we choose to prescribe k. As we might have hoped, we will
see that this choice simplifies the structure of the QSECS, for only a minor cost. We make the
comment, in passing, that the case for prescribing h is potentially interesting as well. This case
will not be treated here, however.
III. TIME SLICING CONDITIONS
In the conformal method approach to constructing spacetime initial data, prescribing the mean
curvature has been made standard practice. This has many advantages both geometrically and
physically. Indeed the so-called maximal gauge or maximal time slicing, which amounts to the
assumption that the mean curvature is zero, is quite often employed since it greatly simplifies the
analysis and may be assumed, without loss of generality, for any asymptotically flat spacetime
satisfying an interior condition.1 These considerations suggest the following boundary value prob-
lem.
Problem 1a: QSECS with prescribed mean curvature. Given the prescribed fields T0a, b, k,
and H, do there exist solutions u, m, and h of s2.2d, s2.5d, and s2.6d satisfying the boundary
conditionsusu ,mduS12 = su0 ,m0d? Note that S1
2
= hp[S :rspd=1j is the unit sphere. It may be possible
to assign boundary values on a more general 2-surface but in this work we will only treat the case
where boundary values are assigned on the unit sphere.
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Another less familiar but potentially interesting time slicing condition is given by prescribing
m. In general m is defined as
m = gABKAB,
where gAB, A, B=1, 2 refers to the components of the inverse of the induced ssphericald metric.
To illustrate the geometric meaning of prescribing m we consider the case of spherically
symmetric spacetimes with metric given by
ds2 = − X2 dt2 + 2Y dr dt + Z2 dr2 + r2 ds2. s3.1d
Calculating m for the surfaces defined by constant t in this metric, we easily obtain
rm = 2X−1Y .
If it were the case that the metric were written in polar coordinates sfor which Y =0d, we would
find that m=0. For this reason we will refer to the slicing defined by m=0 as the polar gauge and
we will call the quantity m the polar curvature.
Next consider a surface defined by t= fsrd in the metric s3.1d. The tangent to this surface is
given by x˙=]r+ f8]t. The normal to the surface is given by n=a]r+b]t, where a and b are
determined by the conditions gsx˙ ,nd=0 and gsn ,nd=−1, which lead to
a =
X2f8 − Y
Z2 + Yf8b ,
b−2 = X2 −
2YsX2f8 − Yd
Z2 + Yf8 −
sX2f8 − Yd2
sZ2 + Yf8d2 .
The polar curvature is given by
rm = 2a .
The polar gauge sm=0d then implies that f8=YX−2 and so the tangent to the surface is given by
x˙ = ]r + YX−2]t,
while its normal is
n = X−1]t.
Calculating the gradient of r, we have
„r = gab]ar]b =
X2
X2Z2 + Y2
s]r + YX−2]td .
Hence, at least in the case of spherically symmetric spacetimes, the m=0 surfaces are those which
have „r, the gradient of r, as their tangent vector.
Furthermore, the polar curvature arises naturally upon consideration of the trapped surface
condition. If we condsider a spacelike 2-surface S, with normal N and second fundamental form II,
embedded in a spacelike 3-manifold with normal T and second fundamental form K, the expansion
of the null congruences associated with T±N are given by
u± = trSk„eAeB,T ± Nl, = trSsKAB ± IIABd = m ± trS II.
Thus the trapped surface condition is m= ±trSII.
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The role the polar curvature plays in more general spacetimes is potentially very interesting
but has not as yet been investigated in any detail. However, in anticipation of this investigation we
will consider the QSECS with m a prescribed field. This gives us a second formulation of the
QSECS as a boundary value problem.
Problem 2a: QSECS with prescribed polar curvature. Given the prescribed fields T0a, b, k and
m, do there exist solutions u, H, and h of s2.2d, s2.5d, and s2.6d satisfying the boundary conditions
uuuS12 =u0?
IV. REWRITING THE EQUATIONS
In this section we introduce a complex notation and a coordinate transformation that enables
us to write the QSECS in a more tractable form. We define the following complex fields:
b =
1
˛2 sb
1
− ib2d ,
k =
1
˛2 sk
1
− ik2d ,
h = h11 − ih12,
T0 =
1
˛2 sT01 − iT02d ,
and the subsidiary field
r = 2 − div b = g−1.
We may consider b and k as S2 vector fields or as spin-1 sections of the complex line bundle over
S2.6,13 Similarly we may consider h as a symmetric, traceless 2-tensor over S2 or as a spin-2
section of the complex line bundle over S2. The context in which these fields are used should make
it clear which representation is being employed.
The complex notation suggests encoding the angular derivatives in terms of the differential
operator ð sa phonetic symbol pronounced “eth”13d defined on a spin-s field c by
ðc =
1
˛2sin
s qs]q − i csc q ]wdsc sin−s qd .
All the standard differential operators on S2 may be expressed in terms of ð, for example,
div b = ðb + ðb ,
curl b = isðb − ðb ,
Dc = sðð + ððdc .
The spin-weighted spherical harmonics Ylm
s are then the eigenfields of the Laplacian, satisfying
DYlm
s
= ss2 − lsl + 1ddYlm
s
,
with usuł l. The eigenfields Ylm
s may be taken proportional to ðsYlm for sø0 and ð−sYlm for s
,0, where Ylm are the usual spherical harmonics.14
An important result concerning ð which will have bearing on our consideration of the QSECS
is as follows.13,14
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Lemma 4.1: Suppose sø0 and let Ls denote the space of spin-s sections. The mapping
ð:Ls+1→Ls has cokernel C=spanhYsms j.
We have the obvious corollary.
Corollary 4.2: Suppose sø0. The mapping ð:Ls+1→spanhYlms : løs+1j is a surjection.
Due to the repeated appearance of the operator r]r−„b we will find it convenient to make a
change of coordinates that will simplify the structure. We introduce the diffeomorphism of S2
3R
F:st,jAd ° set,QAst,jdd = sr,zAd , s4.1d
where z= sq ,wd and Qst ,jd is defined to be the solution of
]
]t
Qst,jd = − bset,Qst,jdd , s4.2d
subject to suitable boundary conditions, ubut=0=b0.
Hence, defining f˜st ,jd= fset ,Qst ,jdd, we then have
]t f˜st,jd = Uet] f]r + ] f]zA ]QA]t Usr,zd=set,Qst,jdd = Sr ]]r − bA ]]zAD fset,Qst,jdd = sr]r − „bdfset,Qst,jdd .
We may then write s2.2d, s2.5d, and s2.6d in terms of st ,jd as
2r˜]tu˜ = u˜2D˜ u˜ + r˜s1 + g˜B˜ du˜ − s1 − 12R˜ e2tdu˜3,
8pT˜03u˜et = − s]tm˜ + s1 + r˜dm˜d + u˜sdiv kd˜ + skA„Aud˜ + shAB„sBbAdd
˜ + r˜H˜ ,
8pT˜0u˜et = ]tk˜ + sðsuhd + mðu + 12ðsumd − ðsuHd + s1 + rdk + kðb + kðbd .
We note that since we have employed the coordinate transformation given by F, the Laplacian D˜
appearing in the first of the above equations is with respect to the pulled back metric h˜ =F*h.
As we can see, implementing the coordinate transformation F, simplifies the structure of the
system in question. It does, however, leave us with a technical hitch. Since the natural angular
derivatives will now be in terms of the jA-coordinates, when we come to differentiate the equa-
tions, terms involving derivatives of b will arise via s4.2d. This is not a problem, as we will
assume throughout that b is a smooth, prescribed field and so the terms that arise will be bounded
by uniform constants. Moreover, since we assume that b is smooth, the standard regularity theory
for ordinary differential equations dependent upon a parameter implies that F is a smooth diffeo-
morphism.
With this observation in mind we may supress the tilde’s. Introducing the notation f˙ =]t f and
defining the auxiliary field hˆ=uh we then write the QSECS as
2ru˙ = u2Du + rs1 + gBdu − s1 − 12Re2tdu3, s4.3d
8pT03uet = − sm˙ + s1 + rdmd + u div k + kA„Au + hAB„sBbAd + rH , s4.4d
8pT0uet = ðshˆd + mðu +
1
2ðsumd − ðsuHd + k˙ + s1 + rdk + kðb + kðb . s4.5d
To simplify the discussion and to be in keeping with the usual notions accompanying parabolic
equations, we will call t=ln r “time” and refer to the values of the various fields on the unit sphere
as initial values.
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Unfortunately a problem arises if we consider s4.5d as giving an equation for hˆ. In making
such a consideration we find that s4.5d is of the form ðf =g with f [L2. Observing Lemma 4.1, an
equation of this form is only solvable if g[spanhYlm
1 : lø2j, that is to say if g is devoid of l=1
spherical harmonic components. Hence if we consider s4.5d as giving an equation for hˆ, then we
do not have the freedom to prescribe all the fields we have thus far considered prescribed.
Typically the stress-energy tensor will be determined by the matter occupying the spacetime,
and we would like to freely specify H or m for geometric reasons. It is also best to completely
specify the metric parameter b so that there is no chance of s2.3d being violated. That leaves us
with k, and we conclude that it is not possible to consider s4.5d as giving an equation for hˆ and at
the same time treat k as freely specifiable.
We thus look to constrain k in such a way that s4.5d is solvable. This will produce another
equation sthe k constraintd which must then be included as part of the QSECS.
To obtain the required equation we spectrally decompose k as follows:
k = o
m=−1
1
kmY1m
1 + o
l=2
‘
o
m=−l
l
klmYlm
1
= k + s ,
where s=olø2oumułlklmYlm
1 is devoid of l=1 components.
Let P1 denote the projection onto the subspace spanned by hY1m1 :m=−1,0 ,1j. It is easy to
check that if k satisfies
− k˙ = P1hmðu + 12ðsumd − ðsuHd + s1 + rdk + kðb + kðb + 8pT0uetj s4.6d
then s4.5d reduces to
− ðhˆ = s˙ + s1 − P1dhmðu + 12ðsumd − ðsuHd + s1 + rdk + kðb + kðb + 8pT0uetj . s4.7d
This equation is of the form ðf =g with g[spanhYlm1 : lø2j, and so is uniquely solvable by
Corollary 4.2.
Replacing s4.5d with s4.6d and s4.7d, the constraint system may now be written as
2ru˙ = u2Du − u3s1 − 12e2ts16pT00 + 2iki2 + 32m2 − 2mHdd + rs1 + 12ge2tihˆi2 + gBdu ,
s4.8d
m˙ = divsukd − s1 + rdm + u−1hˆAB„sBbAd + rH − 8pT03ue
t
, s4.9d
− k˙ = P1hmðu + 12ðsumd − ðsuHd + s1 + rdk + kðb + kðb + 8pT0uetj , s4.10d
− ðhˆ = s˙ + s1 − P1dhmðu + 12ðsumd − ðsuHd + s1 + rdk + kðb + kðb + 8pT0uetj . s4.11d
The problems 1a and 1b may now be stated more correctly as follows.
Problem 1b: QSECS with prescribed mean curvature. Given the prescribed fields T0a, b, s,
and H, do there exist solutions u, m, hˆ, and k of s4.8d–s4.11d satisfying the initial conditions
usu ,m ,kduS23h0j= su0 ,m0 ,k0d?
Problem 2b: QSECS with prescribed polar curvature. Given the prescribed fields T0a, b, s,
and m, do there exist solutions u, H, hˆ, and k of s4.8d–s4.11d satisfying the initial conditions
usu ,kduS23h0j= su0 ,k0d?
We have not yet made mention about which function spaces we will be posing Problems 1b
and 2b in. Which spaces are to be used will be made clear in the next section after we discuss an
iterative, linear system of partial differential equations based on the QSECS. In fact, the existence
of solutions to the QSECS will follow from the convergence of the iterative system to a fixed
point.
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We will begin by considering Problem 1b.
V. LOCAL EXISTENCE
In Ref. 4 the author gives a detailed proof of the global existence and uniqueness of solutions
of s2.2d with b and R prescribed, and satisfying certain conditions. When considering the QSECS
with prescribed mean curvature, however, we may not consider R as completely prescribed, but as
determined by the additional fields m , hˆ, and k, each of which is constrained so as to satisfy s2.5d
and s2.6d.
To prove the local existence and uniqueness of solutions to the QSECS with prescribed mean
curvature, we will not borrow from Bartnik’s treatment. Instead we will define a linear system of
partial differential equations and produce a sequence of iterates that converge to a solution of the
QSECS. In defining the iterative scheme we will see that it is imperative that we have a theory
dealing with linear parabolic equations in which the regularity of the coefficients is comparable to
that of the solution. Such results were obtained in Ref. 15 where the following general second
order parabolic equation was considered:
]tu + Atu = g on S2 3 f0,Tg ,
u = u0 on S2 3 h0j . s5.1d
Here At is a linear differentiable operator of second order on S2, which is expressible in divergence
form. That is, for a twice differentiable function u :S23 f0,Tg→R, we may write Atu in local
coordinates as
Atusx,td = − „ jsaijsx,td„iusx,tdd + bisx,td„iusx,td + csx,tdusx,td , s5.2d
where „ denotes the S2 covariant derivative.
To ensure that s5.1d is a parabolic equation we assume that the operator At is an elliptic
operator for each value of t, in the sense that for each j[TS2, and each fixed t[ f0,Tg we have
aijsx,tdjij j ø ugijjij j ,
for a.e. x[S2, where u.0 is a constant and where g is the standard S2-metric.
Before stating the existence result for s5.1d we define the parabolic Sobolev spaces in which
the solutions reside. Let f ,g :S23 f0,Tg→R be smooth functions and let
kf ,glLH
n,T
s = E
0
T
e−2ntkfs· ,td,gs· ,tdlHssS2d dt .
We define LHn
s to be the Hilbert space formed by completion of C‘sS23 f0,Tgd in the correspond-
ing norm. The parabolic Sobolev spaces we require may then be defined as
Pn,T
m
= h f:S2 3 f0,Tg → R:i]ti fiLHn,T2sm−id , ‘, " i ł mj
and its associated inner product
kf ,glP
n,T
m = o
iłm
k]t
i f ,]tiglLHn,T2sm−id.
Roughly speaking, a parabolic equation tells us that one time derivative is equivalent to two space
derivatives. Hence, in a sense, the Hilbert space Pn,T
m describes the set of functions that are in total
2m times differentiable. We also make the following definition in order to classify functions that
have odd total derivative:
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Pn,T
m+1/2
= h f:S2 3 f0,Tg → R:i]ti fiLHn,T2sm−id+1 , ‘, " i ł mj
and its associated inner product,
kf ,glP
n,T
m+1/2 = o
iłm
k]t
i f ,]tiglLHn,T2sm−id+1.
We note that Pn,T
0
=LHn,T
0 and Pn,T
1/2
=LHn,T
1
. The required existence theorem may now be stated as
Ref. 15.
Theorem 5.1: Suppose møm0=4
1
2 , u0[H
2msS2d and g[ Pn,T
m−1/2
. There is a unique solution u
of (5.1) belonging to the class Pn,Tm+1/2 and satisfying the estimate
iuiP
n,T
m+1/2
2
ł Qsiu0iH2msS2d2 + igiP
n,T
m−1/2
2 d . s5.3d
The constant Q depends only on m and the norms iaiP
n,T
m , ibiP
n,T
m−1/2 and iciP
n,T
m−1/2.
In addition to the already mentioned linear parabolic theory, we will need to employ results
from linear elliptic equations and linear ordinary differential equations. These will be derived as
they are needed.
We begin by proposing an iterative system of partial differential equations before going on to
prove that it is well defined.
A. The iteration scheme
Keeping in mind that we are dealing with the QSECS with prescribed mean curvature, we
may consider H as some given field. We therefore define the following iterative system for
generating the sequence hsun ,mn , hˆn ,kndjn=0
‘ :
u˙n+1 = gˆun
2Dun+1 − gˆun
3s1 − 12e2ts16pT00 + 2ikni2 + 32mn2 − 2mnHdd + 12s1 + 12ge2tihˆni2 + gBdun,
s5.4d
m˙n+1 = divsun+1kn+1d − s1 + rdmn+1 + un
−1hˆn
AB„sBbAd
+ rH − 8pT03un+1et, s5.5d
k˙n+1 = − P1hmn+1ðun+1 + 12ðsun+1mnd − ðsun+1Hd + s1 + rdkn + knðb + knðb + 8petun+1T0j ,
s5.6d
− ðhˆn+1 = s˙ + s1 − P1dhmn+1ðun+1 + 12ðsun+1mn+1d − ðsun+1Hd + s1 + rdkn+1 + kn+1ðb + kn+1ðb
+ 8petun+1T0j . s5.7d
We have set gˆ= 12g and rˆ=
1
2r for convenience. gˆ and rˆ are still just smooth fields depending on
b. From here on, unless otherwise stated, we assume that all of the prescribable fields are elements
of C‘sS23 f0,‘dd. Note also that kn=kn+s.
The proposed iteration scheme is comprised of a hierarchical system of partial differential
equations. The basic idea behind using s5.4d–s5.7d to generate a sequence of iterates may be stated
informally as follows. Define the zeroth iterate su ,m ,k , hˆd0˜, by making an identification between
the initial values u0, m0, and k0, and the zeroth iterates u0˜, m0˜, and k0˜. The zeroth hˆ iterate, hˆ0˜, is
then defined as the solution of s5.7d, with n=−1.
Equation s5.4d is a linear parabolic equation, and so given appropriate initial data u0, we may
define its solution un+1, a function of prescribed regularity, provided that un, mn, kn, and hˆn are
known functions of suitable regularity. Equations s5.5d and s5.6d form a coupled system of ordi-
nary differential equations for smn+1, kn+1d. Hence if we are given appropriate initial data sm0, k0d,
we may define smn+1, kn+1d as the sprescribed regularityd solution of s5.5d and s5.6d provided that
un+1, as given by s5.4d, and un, mn, kn, and hˆn are functions of suitable regularity.
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The last equation s5.7d, is a first order elliptic system which, by construction, may be uniquely
solved for hˆn+1 provided that un+1, mn+1, and kn+1, as given by s5.4d–s5.6d, are suitably regular.
The claim is that by iterating the procedure described above, we can construct a sequence of
iterates su ,m ,k , hˆdn. We will now make these ideas more precise by showing that the above
iteration scheme is consistently defined.
B. Consistency of the iteration scheme
As suggested by the preceding remarks about the iteration scheme, we begin by considering
Eq. s5.4d. Let us suppose that un, mn, kn, hˆn[ P0,Tm , unsj , tdød1.0, for all sj , td[S23 f0,Tg and
that u0[H2msS2d with u0sjdød2.0, for all j[S2. Note here that the u0 we have referred to is the
initial value, not the zeroth iterate u0˜ which is defined as the time constant extension of
u0[H2msS2d to S23 f0,‘d, that is
u0˜sj,td = u0sjd .
Equation s5.4d is a linear parabolic equation for un+1 subject to the initial condition uun+1uS23h0j
=u0, which is seen to be of the form
u˙n+1 = Atnun+1 + Fn, uun+1ut=0 = u0,
where the operator Atn is given as
Atn = gˆun2D .
The operator Atn may be written in divergence form s5.2d, with
aij = gˆun
2gij ,
bi = − sun
2„kgˆgik + 2gˆun„kungikd ,
c = 0. s5.8d
The source field Fn is defined as
Fn =
1
2s1 + 12ge2tihˆni2 + gBdun − gˆs1 − 12e2ts16pT00 + 2ikni2 + 32mn2 − 2mnHddun3.
Recalling Theorem 5.1 we find that if møm0, un, hˆn, kn[ P0,Tm and the prescribable fields are
smooth then un+1 is uniquely defined as an element of P0,T
m+1/2
.
It is important to note that for Theorem 5.1 to apply it is imperative that gˆun
2D be an elliptic
operator. The ellipticity of this operator is solely dependent upon un’s capacity to stay above zero.
Although we have assumed that unsj , tdød1.0 for all sj , td[S23 f0,Tg, it could happen that
un+1 falls below d1 after some time T*,T. This possibility means that successive iterates might
only be defined as elements of P0,Tn
m+1/2
, with hTnj a decreasing sequence of times. We will say more
about this point later on.
Given that un+1 exists and belongs to the class P0,T
m+1/2 we move on to consider the coupled
ordinary differential equation system s5.5d and s5.6d.
We note first that, given t[ f0,‘d, ks· , td is an element of SpanhY1m
1 :m=−1,0 ,1j and as such
we may equivalently consider ks· , td simply as an element of C3. Indeed, we may write
ksj,td = kmstdY1m
1 sjd, m = − 1,0,1,
and since the Y1m
1
’s are given, we may think of k as mapping f0,‘d into C3 as follows:
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k:f0,‘d → C3t ° sk−1std,k0std,k1stdd .
For simplicity, we will refer to ks· , td simply as kstd. Note that there will now be an ambiguity
surrounding our use of the symbol kstd since we will use it to denote both a field over S2, and the
components of that field over C3. When we say “k[ P0,T
m
” we mean kstd[SpanhY1m
1 :m
=−1,0 ,1j. Drawing the distinction between this representation and k’s representation over C3, we
have that
k = sk−1,k0,k1d [ Hmsf0,Tg;C3d if and only if k = kmY1m
1 [ P0,T
m
,
where Hmsf0,Tg ;C3d is the Sobolev space with norm given by
ifiHmsf0,Tg;C3d
2
= o
i=1
m E
0
T
i]t
i fssdiC32 ds .
The context in which the symbol k sor knd is used should make it clear which representation we are
employing.
Furthermore, for any fixed value of t we have smstd ,kstdd[FsS2d3C3, where FsS2d is some
appropriate function space; we will see that the Sobolev spaces H2jsS2d, with jøm0, will suit our
needs. Hence we can view the equations s5.5d and s5.6d as a coupled system of ordinary differ-
ential equations on Ej“H2jsS2d3C3, and so writing
Mstd“smstd,kstdd ,
we have
M˙ n+1 = AnMn+1 + Bn, s5.9d
where
AnM = skmfðsun+1ðY1md + ðsun+1ðY1mdg − s1 + rdm − P1fmðun+1gd , s5.10d
and
Bn = sdivsun+1sd + un−1hˆnAB„sBbAd + rH − 8pT03un+1et − P1f 12ðsun+1mnd − ðsun+1Hd + s1 + rdkn
+ knðb + knðb − 8pT0un+1etgd . s5.11d
We then have the following result, which asserts that the operator An is bounded, provided un+1
satisfies certain conditions. We note also, in passing, that the operator An is linear.
Lemma 5.2: Let un+1std[H2j+1sS2d for all t[ f0,Tg, and b[G‘sTS23 f0,‘dd. The operator
defined above by (5.10) satisfies
Anstd:H2jsS2d 3 C3 → H2jsS2d 3 C3
and
iAnMstdiH2jsS2d3C3 ł Cs1 + iun+1stdiH2j+1sS2ddiMstdiH2jsS2d3C3,
for each t[ f0,Tg and some constant C depending only on the smooth field b. That is to say that
Anstd is a uniformly bounded operator for each n, with norm given by
iAnstdi j = Cs1 + iun+1stdiH2j+1sS2dd .
Proof: Let Ej“H2jsS2d3C3 and note that
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iAnMiEj2 = ikmfðsun+1ðY1md + ðsun+1ðY1mdg − s1 + rdmiH2jsS2d
2
+ iP1smðun+1diC32
ł 2ikmfðsun+1ðY1md + ðsun+1ðY1mdgiH2jsS2d
2
+ 2is1 + rdmiH2jsS2d
2
+ iP1smðun+1diC32 .
Estimating the first term on the right-hand side we have
ikmfðsun+1ðY1md + ðsun+1ðY1mdgiH2jsS2d ł ikmðun+1ðY1miH2jsS2d + ikmðun+1ðY1miH2jsS2d
+ ikmun+1DY1miH2jsS2d ł Ciun+1iH2j+1sS2dikiC3,
s5.12d
while for the second term we have
is1 + rdmiH2jsS2d ł CimiH2jsS2d. s5.13d
The remaining term is estimated as follows:
iP1smðundiC32 = o
m=−1
1 U R mðun+1Y1m1 dV2U2 ł C o
m=−1
1 SR umðun+1u dV2D2 ł CimiL2sS2d2 iðun+1iL2sS2d2
s5.14d
for any jø0.
Adding s5.12d, s5.13d, and s5.14d we obtain
iAnMiEj ł Cs1 + iun+1iH2j+1sS2ddsimiH2jsS2d + ikiC3d ,
as required. j
The boundedness of a linear operator An, such as that just established in Lemma 5.2, is the
standard property required to infer the existence of solutions of s5.9d. The following result is a
special case of the standard local existence result for ordinary differential equations in Banach
space. See Ref. 11, for example.
Lemma 5.3: Let Ej =H2jsS2d3C3, and suppose Astd :Ej→Ej is a uniformly bounded linear
operator for each t[ f0,Tg, with norm iAstdi j. Further suppose that M0[Ej and
B[L1sf0,Tg ;Ejd. Then there exists a unique M[C1sf0,Tg ;Ejd satisfying
M˙ = AM + B ,
Ms0d = M0.
The boundedness of the operator An is also the foundation for a priori estimates for solutions of
s5.9d. The basic result is as follows.
Lemma 5.4: Let A and B satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 5.3 and let M be a solution of
M˙ = AM + B ,
with initial value M0. For all t[ f0,Tg, we have the estimate
iMstdiEje−tiAij ł iM0iEj + E
0
t
iBssdiEj ds .
Proof: We note first that Ej =H2msS2d3C3 is in fact a Hilbert space and so, fixing t[ f0,Tg,
d
dt
iMstdiEj2 = 2kMstd,M˙ stdlEj ł 2iMstdiEjiM˙ stdiEj .
Hence we must have
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d
dt
iMstdiEj ł iM˙ stdiEj ł iAMstdiEj + iBstdiEj ł CiMstdiEj + iBstdiEj ,
where it is clear that the smallest such C for which this inequality holds is the norm iAi j of the
operator A.
Gronwall’s inequality then gives
iMstdiEj ł eCtSiM0iEj + E
0
t
iBssdiEj dsD
as required. j
Applying Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4 to s5.9d, noting Lemma 5.2, we have the following result.
Corollary 5.5: Suppose that un, mn, kn, hˆn[ P0,T
m and un+1[ P0,T
m+ 1 / / 2 is the solution of (5.4),
subject to the initial condition u0[H2msS2d. Equation (5.9), subject to the initial condition
uMn+1ut=0=M0[Em, defines Mn+1[C1sf0,Tg ;Emd, which satisfies
iMn+1stdiEme−tiAnim ł iM0iEm + E
0
t
iBnssdiEm ds , s5.15d
for all t[ f0,Tg.
Proof: Since we have already assumed that møm0 we have no problem meeting the condi-
tions un+1std[H2j+1sS2d and Bn[L1sf0,Tg ;Emd. Lemma 5.3 applies and so Mn+1 is uniquely
defined as the solution of s5.9d with uMut=0=M0. Lemma 5.4 also applies and gives s5.15d. j
To establish the higher temporal regularity of solutions of s5.9d we will consider the following
Banach spaces:
O0,Tm “P0,Tm 3 Hmsf0,Tg;C3d ,
and their respective norms,
iMiO0,Tm
2
= o
l=0
m E
0
T
i]t
lMssdiEm−l2 ds .
We note that upon inspection of s5.5d and s5.6d, O0,Tm is the natural space in which to look for
solutions of s5.9d given un+1[ P0,T
m+1/2
.
To obtain the desired estimate, from which the higher regularity of solutions of s5.9d will
follow, we will first need to establish some sessentially trace-typed results concerning the proper-
ties of the P0,T
m spaces.
Lemma 5.6: Suppose that Tøe.0. Let u be a function belonging to the class P0,Tk+1/2 with k
ø1. Then
ius· ,tdiH2ksS2d ł CiuiP0,Tk+1/2,
for any t[ f0,Tg. The constant depends only on e.
Proof: We first suppose that u[C‘sS23 f0,Tgd. We have that us· , td[L2sS2d, for each t[R+,
we may write u spectrally as follows:
usx,td = o
j
cjstdf jsxd ,
where the f j’s form an orthonormal basis for L2sS2d satisfying Df j =−l j
2f j.
We define the function u˜s· , td=us· , t0+ tdxstd, where x is a smooth function satisfying
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xssd = 51, s ,
T
4
,
0, s .
3T
4
,
so that u˜s· ,Td=0 and u˜s· ,0d=us· , t0d. Then given that kø1, we have
ius· ,t0diH2ksS2d
2
= o
j
ucjst0du2ul ju2k
= o
j
uc˜js0du2ul ju2k
= o
j
ul ju2kE
0
T d
ds
uc˜jssdu2 ds
ł o
j
E
0
T
uc˜jssdu2ul ju2k+1 + uc˜˙ jssdu2ul ju2k−1 ds ł iu˜iP0,Tk+1/2
2
ł CiuiP0,Tk+1/2
2
.
Note that the constant depends only on the cutoff function x. With the result now established for
smooth functions it is an easy matter to get the result for u[ P0,T
k+1/2; it follows, after mollifying u,
by a standard approximation argument. j
Corollary 5.7: Suppose that Tøe.0. Let u belong to the class P0,T
m+1/2
, then
i]t
jus· ,tdiH2sm−jdsS2d ł CiuiP0,Tm+1/2,
for all jłm and t[ f0,Tg. The constant depends only on e.
Proof: We note that u[ P0,Tm+1/2 means that ]tju[ P0,Tm−j+1/2 and so applying Lemma 5.6 with k
=m− j we have the result. j
In the above trace-type results we saw that we may control the spatial norms of time deriva-
tives of functions, by a constant multiple of the P0,T
m+1/2
-norm. Unfortunately the constant’s depen-
dence upon e means that we lose that control as e approaches zero. The following result shows
how, with the loss of one time derivative of regularity, we may control the spatial norms of time
derivatives by a constant which approaches zero as we consider smaller and smaller time intervals.
Lemma 5.8: Let u[ P0,T
k+1
, with kø0, then
iustdiH2ksS2d
2
ł iu0iH2ksS2d
2
+ CTiuiP0,Tk+1
2
,
for any t[ f0,Tg. The constant C depends only on k.
Proof: Fixing j[S2, we have
usj,td = usj,0d + E
0
t
]tusj,sdds .
It follows, using the Hölder inequality, that
u„2jsusj,td − u0sjddu ł ˛TSE
0
T
u]t„2jusj,sdu2 dsD1/2
for any 0ł jłm and t[ f0,Tg. Integrating this result gives
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ius· ,td − u0iH2ksS2d
2
ł CR u„2ksu − u0du2 + uu − u0u2 dmg
łR TE
0
T
u]tuu2 + u]t„2kuu2 dt dmg ł TiuiP0,Tk+1
2
.
The result follows after observing the elementary inequality ixi− iyił ix−yi. j
Remark: Applying Lemma 5.8 to ]tlu gives
i]t
lustdiH2sk−ldsS2d
2
ł i]t
lus0diH2sk−ldsS2d
2
+ CTiuiP0,Tk+1
2
.
If it happened that u was also the solution of say a parabolic equation, then we could reduce the
above estimate to
i]t
lustdiH2sk−ldsS2d
2
ł Csiu0iH2ksS2d2 + TiuiP0,Tk+1
2 d ,
where the constant C now depends on the coefficients and source functions appearing in the
parabolic equation.
We now proceed to derive the basic O0,Tm a priori estimates for Mn+1, the solutions of s5.9d.
Proposition 5.9: Suppose un+1[ P0,T
m+1/2 and let Mn+1 be the solution of s5.9d. Then Mn+1
satisfies the inequality,
iMn+1iO0,Tm
2
ł TCh1 + iBniO0,Tm
2 j . s5.16d
The constant C depends on iun+1iP0,Tm+1/2, iu0iH2msS2d and iM0iEm.
Proof: We begin by noting that if we square, then integrate s5.15d, we obtain
E
0
T
iMn+1stdiEm2 dt ł 2TeTCsiM0iEm2 + iBniO0,Tm
2 d , s5.17d
where the constant C depends on iun+1iP0,Tm+1/2. This gives us a bound for the first term in the sum
iMn+1iO0,Tm
2
= o
l=0
m E
0
T
i]t
lMn+1iEm−l2 dt . s5.18d
Considering the sj+1dth term in s5.18d we have, upon differentiating s5.24d,
E
0
T
i]t
jMn+1iEm−j2 dt ł E
0
T
Cjo
l=0
j−1
i]t
lAn]t
j−l−1Mn+1iEm−j2 + i]tj−1BniEm−j2 dt , s5.19d
where Cj is a constant dependent upon j. The expression ]tlAn]tj−l−1Mn+1 represents the outcome of
the operator ]t
lAn, given by s5.10d with un+1 replaced by ]tlun+1, acting on ]t
j−l−1Mn+1. It is obvious
that results analagous to Lemma 5.2 exist for ]tlAn as well. Hence
i]t
lAn]t
j−l−1Mn+1iEm−j2 ł Cli]tj−l−1Mn+1iEm−j2 ,
where, by virtue of Lemma 5.8, we see that
Cl ł Csiu0iH2msS2d2 + Tiun+1iP0,Tm+1/2
2 d ,
where we have used the fact that un+1 is the solution of s4.8d to control the initial values of the
time derivatives of un+1.
Observing that Lemma 5.8 may easily be extended to apply to the Em−j and O0,Tm spaces, the
second term on the right-hand side of s5.19d satisfies
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i]t
j−1Bns· ,sdiEm−j
2
ł Cs1 + TiBniO0,Tm
2 d ,
for all słT. The constant C depends on i]tj−1Bns· ,0diEm−j. This quantity can be expressed in terms
of Em−j-norms of the sj−1dth time derivatives of un+1, mn, kn, and hˆn evaluated at t=0. Since these
functions are themselves solutions of their respective equations, we may in turn express time
derivatives of un+1, mn, kn, and hˆn, evaluated at t=0, in terms of the initial values u0, m0, and k0.
We therefore have
E
0
T
i]t
jMn+1iEm−j2 dt ł Co
l=0
j−1 E
0
T
i]t
j−l−1Mn+1iEm−j2 + TiBniO0,Tm
2
+ 1 dt
ł CTs1 + TiBniO0,Tm
2 d + Co
l=0
j−1 E
0
T
i]t
j−l−1Mn+1iEm−j2 dt , s5.20d
where C depends on iun+1iP0,Tm+1/2, iu0iH2m−1sS2d, im0iH2sm−1dsS2d, and ik0iC3.
The estimate s5.16d is then obtained by using s5.20d to iterate from j=1 to m starting from
s5.17d. j
Thus in light of Lemma 5.3 and Proposition 5.9, we find that if u0[H2msS2d, M0[Em,
un[ P0,T
m+1/2
, un+1[ P0,T
m+1/2
, and Mn[O0,Tm then Mn+1 exists and belongs to O0,Tm .
Moving now to the final equation in the iteration scheme, the elliptic system for hˆn+1. We note
again that by construction s5.7d is guaranteed to have a solution. Hence hˆn+1 exists and the
following results establish that hˆn+1[ P0,T
m provided sun+1 ,Mn+1d[ P0,Tm+1/23O0,Tm .
Lemma 5.10: Suppose g[L2sspanhYlm
1 : lø2jd and let hˆ be the solution of
ðhˆ = g . s5.21d
We have the estimate
ihˆiH1sS2d
2
ł CigiL2sS2d
2
,
where C is a constant.
Proof: The result follows easily from the observation that since ðhˆ is devoid of l=1 spherical
harmonics, we may solve s5.21d. Moreover, we are able to write hˆ explicitly, using spectral
decomposition as
hˆ = o
l=2
‘
o
m=−l
l
hˆlmYlm
2
.
It follows that we may write
ðhˆ = o
l=2
‘
o
m=−l
l
ClhˆlmYlm
1
,
where Cl, l=0,2 ,3 ,… are constants. Checking the norms in question we then find
iðhˆiL2sS2d
2
=R Uo
l,m
ClhˆlmYlm
1 U2 dV2 ø o
l,m
Cl
2hˆlm
2
,
and
ihˆiH1sS2d
2
=R u „ hˆu2 + uhˆu2 dV2 łR 2uðhˆu2 + uhˆu2 dV2 ł Co
l,m
Cl
2hˆlm
2
.
Thus we have
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ihˆiH1sS2d
2
ł Co
l,m
Cl
2hˆlm
2 ł CiðhˆiL2sS2d
2
,
and the result follows from Eq. s5.21d. j
Lemma 5.11: Suppose hˆ is a solution of (5.21), where now g[HksspanhYlm1 : lø2jd. We have
the estimate
ihˆiHk+1sS2d
2
ł CkigiHksS2d
2
, s5.22d
where Ck is a constant depending only on k.
Proof: Estimating the right-hand side of s5.22d we have
ihˆiHk+1sS2d
2
= i„k+1hiL2sS2d
2
+ ihˆiHksS2d
2
ł i„khˆiH1sS2d
2
+ CkiðhˆiHk−1sS2d
2
ł Cið„khiL2sS2d
2
+ CkiðhˆiHksS2d
2
= Ci„kðhˆiL2sS2d
2
+ Ck8iðhˆiHksS2d
2
ł CiðhˆiHksS2d
2
+ Ck8iðhˆiHksS2d
2
ł Ck9iðhˆiHksS2d
2
.
The result follows from Eq. s5.21d. j
The following result is now immediate from the definition of P0,T
k
.
Corollary 5.12: Let g, belonging to the class P0,T
k
, be devoid of l=1 spherical harmonic
components so that hˆ exists as a solution of (5.21). Then
ihˆiP0,Tk+1/2 ł CkigiP0,Tk .
Ck is a constant depending only on k.
The foregoing results have shown that if,
sun,mn,kn,hˆnd [ P0,T
m+1/2 3 O0,Tm 3 P0,Tm
and
su0,m0,k0d [ H2m+1sS2d 3 Em+1/2
then
sun+1,mn+1,kn+1,hˆn+1d [ P0,T
m+1/2 3 O0,Tm 3 P0,Tm
also.
For the sake of brevity we consider the four iterates as a single entity residing in the appro-
priate Banach space. In particular we define the four-tuple,
Un“sun,mn,kn,hˆnd ,
residing in the Banach space,
C0,T
m “P0,Tm+1/2 3 P0,Tm 3 Hmsf0,Tg;C3d 3 P0,Tm .
To summarize, we have proven the following result.
Theorem 5.13: Let møm0 and let u0[H2m+1sS2d, m0[H2msS2d, and k0[C3. There exists a
nonincreasing, but possibly decreasing sequence hTnjn=1
‘ with Tn.0, and a sequence of iterates
Un[C0,Tn
m which satisfy (5.4)–(5.7).
Theorem 5.13 is not ideal. It tells us that the iterates exist as elements of C0,Tn
m
, with the
possibilty of Tn→0. To be able to prove local existence for the QSECS however, we will need the
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iterates to be defined over some nonzero time interval. This means that we will need to show that
there exists an e.0 such that Tnøe, for all n. This fact will follow from the uniform estimates we
derive for the iterates in the next section.
C. Uniform estimates for the iterates
In this section we will show that all of the iterates satisfy uniform bounds, at least locally in
time. We consider the iteration scheme proposed by s5.4d–s5.7d, which we may write more simply
as
u˙n+1 = gˆun
2Dun+1 + Fn, s5.23d
M˙ n+1 = AnMn+1 + Bn, s5.24d
ðhˆn+1 = Lsun+1,Mn+1d − s˙ , s5.25d
where An and Bn are defined by s5.10d and s5.11d, respectively, and where
Fn =
1
2s1 + 12ge2tihˆni2 + gBdun − gˆs1 − 12e2ts16pT00 + 2ikni2 + 32mn2 − 2mnHddun3 s5.26d
and
Lsu,Md = s1 − P1dhmðu + 12ðsumd − ðsuHd + s1 + rdk + kðb + kðb + 8pT0uetj . s5.27d
The key result needed to prove that the iterates satisfy uniform bounds is the following simple
inequality.
Lemma 5.14: Suppose u belongs to the localized parabolic space P0,T
1
. Then
iuiP0,T0
2
ł 2Tsiu0iL2sS2d2 + iuiP0,T1
2 d .
Proof: From the definition of P0,T0 we have
iu − u0iP0,T0
2
ł E
0
TR E
0
t
u]tusj,sdu2 ds dmg¯ dt ł E
0
T
sT − sdR u]tusj,sdu2 dmg¯ ds ł Ti]tuiP0,T02 .
The result then follows since iu0iP0,T0
2
=Tiu0iL2sS2d
2
.
Corollary 5.15: Any u[ P0,T
m+1 satisfies the estimate
iuiP0,Tm
2
ł CTs1 + iuiP0,Tm+1
2 d . s5.28d
The constant C depends on m and i]t
jus· ,0diH2sm−jdsS2d, j=0,… ,m.
Proof: We need only check terms of the form e0Ti]tjuiH2sm−jdsS2d
2 dt. We have
E
0
T
i]t
juiH2sm−jdsS2d
2 dt ł CE
0
T
i]t
j„2sm−jduiL2sS2d
2
+ i]t
juiL2sS2d
2 dt
= Csi]tj„2sm−jduiP0,T0
2
+ i]t
juiP0,T0
2 d ł 4CTsi]tjus· ,0diH2sm−jdsS2d + iuiP0,Tm+1
2 d .
The estimate s5.28d is then obtained by summing the terms above from j=0 to m. j
Remark: If we also know that u is a solution of a parabolic equation we may express the
constant C in terms of the initial values of u, the coefficients and source function. In particular, if
un is the solution of s5.4d we have
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iuniP0,Tm
2
ł TCs1 + iuniP0,Tm+1
2 d , s5.29d
where the constant C depends on m, iu0iH2msS2d, im0iH2msS2d, and ik0iC3.
We now prove that given suitable bounds on the initial data swhich constitute U0d, all the
iterates hUnjn=0
‘ may be confined within a ball in C0,T
m
, for some T.0.
Proposition 5.16: Let møm0 and suppose u0[H2m+1sS2d, m0[H2msS2d, and k0[C3. There
exists T*.0 and N.0, depending only on m, the initial data and the prescribable fields, such that
iUniC0,T*
m ł N
for all n[N.
Proof: Since u0[H2m+1sS2d, m0[H2msS2d, and k0[C3, there exist numbers N1, N2, N3, and
N4 such that
iu0iH2m+1sS2d ł N1, im0iH2msS2d ł N2, ik0iC3 ł N3, ihˆ0iH2msS2d ł N4. s5.30d
Defining the zeroth iterates as the time constant extensions of these initial values and assuming,
without loss of generality, that Tł1 we find that s5.30d implies
iu0˜iP0,Tm+1/2 ł N1, im0˜iP0,Tm ł N2, ik0˜iHmsf0,Tg;C3d ł N3, ihˆ0˜iP0,Tm ł N4,
where we have used the subscript 0˜ to distinguish the zeroth iterates u0˜, m0˜, k0˜, and hˆ0˜ from the
intial values u0, m0, k0, and hˆ0. Hence Proposition 5.16 holds for n=0˜ , with N=oi=1
4 Ni.
Hypothesizing then, that
iujiP0,Tm+1/2 ł N1, im jiP0,Tm ł N2, ikjiHmsf0,Tg;C3d ł N3, ihˆ jiP0,Tm ł N4,
for all j[ f0,ngN and some T.0, we aim to show the same is true for the sn+1dth iterates.
We consider s5.23d, which is a linear parabolic equation for un+1. Since møm0, s5.3d gives
iun+1iP0,T1
m+1/2
2
ł Qsiu0iH2msS2d2 + iFniP0,T1m−1/2
2 d .
We note that the constant Q depends on the P0,T1
m norm of the coefficients, which in this case,
observing s5.8d, amount to un. Hence
Q = QsiuniP0,T1m d .
However, since un is itself the solution of a linear parabolic equation, s5.29d applies and we have
iuniP0,T1
m
2
ł T1Cs1 + iuniP0,T1m+1
2 d . s5.31d
Moreover, by inspection of the proof of sRef. 15, Theorem 4.6, p. 132d, it can be seen that the
constant Q depends on iuniP0,T1m in such a way that, if iuniP0,T1m is bounded as in s5.31d, thenQsiuniP0,T1m d is also bounded and satisfies the inequality
QsiuniP0,T1m d ł T1Q
˜
, s5.32d
where the constant Q˜ depends on iuniP0,T1m+1.
The P0,T1
m+1 norm of un can also be estimated using s5.3d,
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iuniP0,T1
m+1
2
ł Q*siu0iH2m+1sS2d2 + iFniP0,T1m
2 d . s5.33d
The constant Q* depends only on iun−1iP0,T1m+1/2 which by hypothesis is less than N1. Similarly,
iFniP0,T1
m
2
can be controlled by a constant depending on N1, N2, N3, N4 and the prescribable fields.
Hence iuniP0,T1
m+1 is bounded by a constant that depends only on N1, N2, N3, N4 and the prescribable
fields also. This in turn implies that the constant Q˜ is also bounded by a term involving only N1,
N2, N3, N4 and the norms of the prescribable fields.
The above argument implies that, given the induction hypotheses, if we take T1łT then
iun+1iP0,T1
m+1/2
2
ł T1C1, s5.34d
where C1 is a constant depending on the prescribable fields, N1, N2, N3, and N4. Thus provided that
T1 ł minHT, N12C1J
we have
iun+1iP0,T1
m+1/2 ł N1. s5.35d
Turning our attention now to s5.24d, Proposition 5.9 gives
iMn+1iO0,T2m
2
ł CT2s1 + iBniO0,t2m
2 d
provided that T2łT1. By hypothesis again, we can control the O0,T2
m norm of Bn by a constant
depending on N1, N2, N3, and N4. That is,
iMn+1iO0,T2m
2
ł T2C2. s5.36d
Therefore, so long as
T2 ł minHT1, N22C2 , N32C2J ,
we have
imn+1iP0,T2
m ł N2, and ikn+1iHmsf0,T2g;C3d ł N3. s5.37d
Finally, from Corollary 5.12, we have
ihˆn+1iP0,T3
m ł Cmiðhˆn+1iP0,T3
m−1/2 ł CmiLsun+1,Mn+1d − s˙iP0,T3m−1/2.
Observing s5.27d, we thus find that
ihˆn+1iP0,t3
m
2
ł Csiun+1iP0,T3m
2
+ imn+1iP0,T3
m
2
+ ikn+1iHmsf0,T3g;C3d
2
+ isiP0,T3
m+1/2
2 d ł T3C3 + C4isiP0,Tm+1/22 ,
provided that T3łT2, so that our use of s5.34d and s5.36d is justified. The constant C3 depends
only on the prescribable fields, N1, N2, and N3 and the constant C4 depends only on the prescrib-
able fields.
Hence, given that
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T3 ł minHT2, N42 − C4isiP0,Tm+1/22C3 J ,
we find that
ihˆn+1iP0,T3
m ł N4. s5.38d
Note that we require N4
2.C4isiP0,Tm+1/2
2
, but this is easily arranged.
Hence, setting T*=T3, s5.35d, s5.37d, and s5.38d imply iun+1iP
0,T*
m+1/2 łN1, imn+1iP0,T*
m łN2,
ikn+1iHmsf0,T*g;C3dłN3, and ihˆn+1iP0,T*
m łN4. The result follows by induction with N=oi=1
4 Ni. j
This last result has bearing on the problem encountered in Theorem 5.13. There we found that,
due to the possibility that un might become negative after some ever decreasing interval of time,
the iterates were possibly only defined on the interval f0,Tng with Tn→0. Now that we have
uniform bounds for all of the iterates in a Sobolev space of high enough order, however, we may
conclude that the supremum of u]tunu over S23 f0,T*g is no greater than N1. This leads to the
following result.
Theorem 5.17: Let møm0 and let u0[H2m+1sS2d satisfy inf S2u0ø2d.0. Also suppose
m0[H2msS2d and k0[C3. There exists a T.0, depending on the initial values and prescribable
fields, such that un, as defined by (5.4), satisfies
inf
S23f0,Tg
un ø d .
Hence there exists a sequence of iterates hUnjn=0‘ ,C0,Tm which satisfy (5.4)–(5.7) and iUniC0,Tm
łN.
Proof: We already mentioned above that supS23f0,Tgu]tunułN1. This fact implies that
inf S23f0,d/N1gunød, since
unsj,td = unsj,0d + E
0
t
]tunsj,sdds ø 2d − T sup
S23f0,Tg
u]tunu ø 2d − TN1 ø d
if Tłd /N1. j
D. Convergence of the iteration scheme
The uniform bounds obtained in Proposition 5.16 will now be used to prove that hUnjn=0
‘ is a
Cauchy sequence in an appropriate Banach space. The Banach space we will aim to show con-
vergence in C0,T
1
, for some appropriate T.0. This will be enough to infer the existence of strong
local solutions to the quasispherical constraint system; the higher regularity of these solutions will
follow from Proposition 5.16. In what follows we will use the shorthand notation fstd= fs· , td.
If we define
wn+1 = un+1 − un,
then wn+1 satisfies the following equation:
w˙n+1 = gun
2Dwn+1 + gwnwnDun + Fn − Fn−1, s5.39d
where wn=un+un−1 and where Fn is given by s5.26d.
Estimating the H3sS2d-norm of wn+1 we have
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1
2]ti„
3wn+1iL2sS2d
2
= R „3wn+1„3w˙n+1 dV2 =R „3wn+1„3sgun2Dwn+1 + gwnwnDun + Fn − Fn−1ddV2.
It is apparent upon inspection of this expression, that the highest order derivatives are fourth order
sintegrating by parts wherever necessaryd. Using the parabolic Sobolev imbedding sRef. 14,
Lemma 3.3.5d, Proposition 5.16 gives us pointwise bounds for all such derivatives, and it is an
easy matter to obtain an expression of the form
]ti„3wn+1stdiL2sS2d
2
ł C1iwn+1stdiH3sS2d
2
+ C2iwnstdiH3sS2d
2
.
This expression should only be considered true if t[ f0,T*g. The constants C1 and C2 depend on
the prescribable fields and N.
Estimating ]ti„2wn+1stdiL2sS2d
2
, ]ti„wn+1stdiL2sS2d
2
, and ]tiwn+1stdiL2sS2d
2 in the same way, we find
]tiwn+1stdiH3sS2d
2
ł C18siwn+1stdiH3sS2d2 + iwnstdiH3sS2d2 d , s5.40d
for all t[ f0,T*g.
To obtain a similar sort of control over the other fields let us also define the following
differences:
yn+1 = mn+1 − mn,
qn+1 = kn+1 − kn,
xn+1 = hˆn+1 − hˆn.
Then since the iterative system defining these quantities is linear it is a simple matter to show that
yn+1, qn+1, and xn+1 satisfy the following equations:
y˙n+1 = divsun+1qn+1d + divswn+1knd + divswn+1sd − s1 + rdyn+1 − wnun
−1un−1
−1 hˆn
AB„sBbAd
+ un
−1xn„sBbAd
− 8pT03etwn+1, s5.41d
q˙n+1 = − P1hmn+1ðwn+1 + yn+1ðun + 12ðsun+1ynd + 12ðswn+1mn−1d − ðswn+1Hd + s1 + rdqn + qnðb
+ qnðb + 8pT0etwn+1j , s5.42d
ðxn+1 = s1 − P1dhyn+1ðun+1 + mnðwn+1 + 12ðsun+1yn+1d + 12ðsunyn+1d − ðswn+1Hd + s1 + rdqn+1
+ qn+1ðb + qn+1ðb + 8pT0etwn+1j . s5.43d
Focusing on s5.41d, we may again use Proposition 5.16 to infer pointwise control over spatial
derivatives of up to third order. Estimating the H2sS2d-norm of yn+1std, we then have
]ti„2yn+1stdiL2sS2d
2
= 2R „2yn+1std„2y˙n+1stddV2
ł C1iyn+1stdiH2sS2d
2
+ C2iwn+1stdiH3sS2d
2
+ C3iqn+1stdiC3
2
+ C4ixnstdiH2sS2d
2
+ C5iwnstdiH3sS2d
2
,
for all t[ f0,T*g. The constants C1 ,… ,C5 depend only on the prescribable fields and N. Similar
estimates for ]ti„yn+1stdiL2sS2d
2
and ]tiyn+1stdiL2sS2d
2
combine to give
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]tiyn+1stdiH2sS2d
2
ł C28siyn+1stdiH2sS2d2 + iwn+1stdiH3sS2d2 + iqn+1stdiC32 + ixnstdiH2sS2d2 + iwnstdiH3sS2d2 d ,
s5.44d
for all t[ f0,T*g. In a similar fashion we may obtain
]tiqn+1stdiC3
2
ł C38siqn+1stdiC3
2
+ iyn+1stdiH2sS2d
2
+ iwn+1stdiH3sS2d
2
+ iqnstdiC3
2
+ iynstdiH2sS2d
2 d ,
s5.45d
for all t[ f0,T*g, from s5.42d.
Adding s5.40d, s5.44d, and s5.45d and integrating via Gronwall’s inequality, we find
iwn+1stdiH3sS2d
2
+ iyn+1stdiH2sS2d
2
+ iqn+1stdiC3
2
ł CE
0
t
iwnssdiH3sS2d
2
+ iynssdiH2sS2d
2
+ iqnssdiC3
2
+ ixnssdiH2sS2d
2 ds , s5.46d
for all t,T*.
Finally from the elliptic estimate s5.22d and s5.43d we have
ixn+1iH2sS2d
2
ł C4siwn+1iH3sS2d2 + iyn+1iH2sS2d2 + iqn+1iC32 d . s5.47d
For convenience we define
H j“Hj+1sS2d 3 HjsS2d3C3 3 HjsS2d ,
so that upon combining s5.46d and s5.47d and integrating from 0 to T,T*, we have
E
0
T
iswn+1,yn+1,qn+1,xn+1diH2
2 dt ł CTE
0
T
iswn,yn,qn,xndiH2
2 dt . s5.48d
The constant C depends on the prescribable fields and the number N encountered in Proposition
5.16.
Returning to Eqs. s5.39d and s5.41d–s5.43d we may use s5.48d to obtain
E
0
T
isw˙n+1, y˙n+1, q˙n+1,x˙n+1diH0
2 dt ł CTE
0
T
iswn,yn,qn,xndiH2
2 dt ,
with the constant C depending on the same quantities as the constant in s5.48d.
Let dUn+1=Un+1−Un denote the difference between two successive iterates, then choosing
T,1/C we have proven the following result.
Proposition 5.18: Let the initial data satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 5.16. There exists
a T*.0, depending on the prescribable fields and the initial data, such that
idUn+1iC0,T
*
1 ł aidUniC0,T
*
1 ,
with a,1.
Proposition 5.18 asserts that the iteration scheme defined by s5.4d–s5.7d, when considered over
S23 f0,T*g, defines a mapping G :Un°Un+1 which is a contraction with respect to the C0,T
*
1 norm.
This fact gives us the following corollary.
Corollary 5.19: Let the initial data satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 5.16. There exists a
T*.0, depending on the prescribable fields and the initial data, such that the sequence hUnjn=0‘ is
a Cauchy sequence with respect to the C0,T
*
1 norm.
Proof: From Proposition 5.18 it is clear, upon iterating the result, that
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idUn+1iC0,T
*
1 ł anidU1iC0,T
*
1 .
Since a,1 it is obvious that idUn+1iC0,T
*
1 →0 as n→‘. Clearly this means that hUnjn=0‘ is a
Cauchy sequence in C0,T
*
1
. j
Theorem 5.20: Let the prescribable fields b, H, T0a, s[C‘sS23R+d and let the initial data
satisfy u0[H2m+1sS2d, m0[H2msS2d, and k0[C3, with m.m0. There exists a T.0 depending on
the prescribable fields and the initial data such that the system of equations (4.8)–(4.11) with the
above data, has a unique solution
U = su,m,k,hˆd [ C0,T
m
.
Proof: Given the hypotheses of the theorem, Corollary 5.19 applies and so there exists a T
.0 such that the sequence hUnjn=0
‘ is Cauchy in C0,T
1
. Now C0,T
1 is a complete space, and so Un
converges to U[C0,T
1
. The limit U is the unique fixed point of the iteration and so clearly
uniquely satisfies the system s4.8d–s4.11d, with the given data. We note that since U[C0,T
1
, U is
regular enough to satisfy the system in the strong sense. Moreover, Proposition 5.16 states that
iUniC0,Tm łN and so there is a subsequence hUnjj j=0
‘ , hUnjn=0
‘ and V[C0,T
m such that UnjV in
C0,T
m
. However, since the fixed point U is unique, we conclude that U=V[C0,T
m
. j
This last result gives us a partial solution to Problem 1b. It says that the QSECS with
prescribed mean curvature is uniquely solvable at least on some finite interval of time. We will
now derive a similar result concerning Problem 2b, the QSECS with prescribed polar curvature.
E. Prescribing the polar curvature
In Sec. III we saw that we could ascribe a potentially interesting geometric nature to our
space–time initial data if we were to allow for the possibility of prescribing the polar curvature.
Our aim in this section then, is to prove a theorem analagous to Theorem 5.20, where now m is
taken as prescribed instead of H. Our method will again be to look at an associated linear iterative
system of partial differential equations, and infer the convergence of this system to a unique fixed
point. To this end we will consider the following iterative system of equations:
u˙n+1 = gˆun
2Dun+1 − gˆun
3s1 − 12e2ts16pT00 + 2ikni2 + 32m2 − 2mHndd + 12 s1 + gˆe2tihˆni2 + gBdun,
s5.49d
k˙n+1 = − P1hmðun+1 + 12ðsmun+1d − ðsun+1Hnd + s1 + rdkn+1 + knðb + knðb + 8petun+1T0j ,
s5.50d
− ðhˆn+1 = s˙ + s1 − P1dhmðun+1 + 12ðsmun+1d − ðsun+1Hnd + s1 + rdkn+1 + kn+1ðb + kn+1ðb
+ 8petun+1T0j , s5.51d
rHn+1 = m˙ − divsun+1kn+1d + s1 + rdm + un+1
−1 hˆn+1
AB „sBbAd
+ 8pT03un+1et. s5.52d
Informally, we implement the scheme as follows.
Define the zeroth iterate su , hˆ ,k ,Hd0˜ by first defining u0˜ and k0˜ as the time constant extensions
of the initial data u0 and k0, respectively. We may then use Eq. s5.50d with n=−1, to define H−1.
Note that this is possible since s5.50d may be considered as an algebraic equation for Hn since P1ð
is just a multiplier. This is the only time we will consider s5.50d as an equation for Hn; from now
on we will consider it as an equation for kn. Moreover, we may dispense with H−1 after we
substitute it into s5.51d with n=−1, and we define hˆ0˜ as the solution of the resulting equation. With
u0˜ ,k0˜, and hˆ0˜ all defined, we may take n=−1 and define H0˜ as the solution of the algebraic
equation s5.52d.
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If we take u0[H2m+1sS2d and k0[C3 then it is clear that su , hˆ ,k ,Hd0˜ [C0,T
m
.
Using Theorem 5.1, it is an easy matter to see that if su , hˆ ,k ,Hdn[C0,Tm then un+1[ P0,T
m+1/2
exists as the solution to s5.49d with data u0, for any T[ f0,‘d.
Moving on to s5.50d, we may pose this equation equivalently as the following ordinary
differential equation over C3:
k˙n+1 = Akn+1 + Bn, s5.53d
where now
Ak = − P1hs1 + rdkj s5.54d
and
Bn = − P1hmðun+1 + 12ðsmun+1d − ðsun+1Hnd + s1 + rds + knðb + knðb + 8petun+1T0j .
The following result, which is analogous to Lemma 5.2, is a simple consequence of the definition
s5.54d
Lemma 5.21: Let b[G‘sTS23 f0,‘dd. The operator A :C3→C3 defined by (5.54) is a
bounded linear operator.
Proof: Linearity is obvious from the definition as is the fact that
iAkiC3
2
ł CrikiC3
2
.
j
We may use Lemma 5.3, substituting C3 for Ej, to infer the unique existence of
kn+1[C1sf0,Tg ;C3d, the solution of s5.53d subject to the initial value k0[C3, provided that
un+1[ P0,T
m+1/2
, kn[Hmsf0,Tg ;C3d, and Hn[ P0,T
m
. Similarly we may use Lemma 5.4 to obtain the
estimate
ikn+1stdiC3e−Crt ł ik0iC3 + E
0
t
iBnssdiC3 ds ,
for all t[ f0,Tg.
It is an easy matter to amend the proof of Proposition 5.9 to give the following result which
establishes the higher regularity of solutions to s5.53d.
Lemma 5.22: Let k0[C3 and suppose un+1[ P0,T
m+1/2 and sHn ,knd[O0,Tm . Then kn+1, the solu-
tion of (5.53) satisfies
ikn+1iHmsf0,Tg;C3d
2
ł TCs1 + iBniHmsf0,Tg;C3d2 d .
The constant C depends on b, iu0iH2msS2d and ik0iC3.
Proof: The result is just Proposition 5.9 with kn+1 replacing Mn+1 and the much simpler
equation s5.53d replacing s5.9d. Note in particular that there is no dependence of the constant on
un, only b. Other than these minor details, the proof is identical. j
In light of this last result we see that if u0[H2msS2d, k0[C3, un+1[ P0,T
m+1/2
, and sHn ,knd[O0,Tm
then kn+1 exists and belongs to Hmsf0,Tg ;C3d.
As was the case with s5.7d, s5.51d is solvable by construction, with the higher regularity of
solutions being governed by Corollary 5.12. The equation for Hn+1, s5.52d, is algebraic and so it is
easy to see that hˆn+1, Hn+1[ P0,T
m provided that un+1[ P0,T
m+1/2 and kn+1[Hmsf0,Tg ;C3d.
For brevity we introduce the following notation:
U˜ n = su,hˆ,k,Hdn.
Despite being rather heuristic in nature, the foregoing discussion shows how the results proven in
the preceding section can be amended to give analogous results concerning the iteration scheme
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presently under consideration. In particular, we have the following analog of Theorem 5.13.
Theorem 5.23: Let møm0 and let u0[H2m+1sS2d and k0[C3. There exists a nonincreasing,
but possibly decreasing sequence hTnjn=1
‘ with Tnø0, and a sequence of iterates U˜ n[C0,Tn
m which
satisfy (5.4)–(5.7).
Proposition 5.16 also has an analogous result concerning the iteration scheme presently under
consideration. In fact, using the same ideas as those found in the proof of Proposition 5.16 it is a
fairly simple matter to obtain.
Proposition 5.24: Let møm0 and suppose u0[H2m+1sS2d and k0[C3. There exists T*.0 and
N˜ .0, depending only on m, the initial data and the prescribable fields, such that
iU˜ niC˜ 0,T*
m ł N˜
for all n[N.
As in Theorem 5.17, we can use Proposition 5.24 to deduce that the proposed iteration scheme
s5.49d–s5.52d is consistently defined and produces a sequence of iterates hU˜ njn=0
‘ ,C0,T*
m
. More-
over, results analogous to Proposition 5.18 and Corollary 5.19 are obtained with practically iden-
tical proofs and the counterpart to Theorem 5.20 follows easily.
Theorem 5.25: Let the prescribable fields b, m, T0a, s[C‘sS23R+d and let the initial data
satisfy u0[H2m+1sS2d and k0[C3, with møm0. There exists a T.0 depending on the prescrib-
able fields and the initial data such that the system of equations (4.8)–(4.11), with the above data,
has a unique solution
U˜ = su,hˆ,k,Hd [ C0,T
m
.
This gives us the sought after result concerning Problem 2b.
It is clear that by construction we may transform the solutions given by Theorems 5.20 and
5.25 under the inverse of s4.1d and thereby construct quasispherical initial data which locally
satisfies the Einstein constraint equations.7–10
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